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ABSTRACT
Authentication and integrity are vital security services for wireless
ubiquitous systems, which require various resource-constrained de-
vices to operate securely and efficiently. Digital signatures are ba-
sic cryptographic tools to provide these security services. However,
existing digital signatures are not practical for resource-constrained
systems (e.g., wireless sensors, RFID-tags). That is, traditional sig-
natures (e.g., RSA, DSA) require expensive operations (e.g., mod-
ular exponentiation) that bring high computational cost and power-
consumption. Some alternative schemes (e.g., multiple-time signa-
tures, online/offline signatures, pre-computed tokens) are computa-
tionally efficient. However, they have large key and signature sizes
and therefore are impractical for resource-constrained systems.

In this paper, we develop a new cryptographic scheme called
Efficient and Tiny Authentication (ETA), which is especially suit-
able for resource-constrained devices. That is, ETA does not re-
quire any expensive operation at the signer side and therefore is
more computationally efficient than traditional signatures. More-
over, ETA has much smaller private key, signature and public key
sizes than that of its counterparts (e.g., multiple-time and online/off-
line signatures, pre-computed tokens). ETA is also fully tolerant
to packet loss and does not require time synchronization. All these
properties make ETA an ideal choice to provide authentication and
integrity for heterogeneous systems, in which resource-constrained
devices produce publicly verifiable signatures that are verified by
resourceful devices (e.g., gateways, laptops, high-end sensors).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays ubiquitous systems like Internet of Things and Sys-

tems (IoTS) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are composed
of resource-constrained devices (e.g., low-end sensors, smart-cards,
RFID-tags). It is vital for such systems to operate securely and
efficiently. Hence, it is necessary to provide authentication and
integrity services for resource-constrained devices. For instance,
guaranteeing the integrity and authentication of financial transac-
tions in a smart-card or RFID-tag is critical for any commercial
application. However, this is a challenging task due to the memory,
processor, bandwidth and power limitations of these devices.

It is also important to be able to publicly verify the authentication
tags produced by resource-constrained devices. This enables any
resourceful device (e.g., a laptop or a base station) to publicly audit
transactions and system status.

Symmetric cryptography primitives such as Message Authenti-
cation Codes (MACs) are computationally efficient and therefore
are preferred for resource-constrained devices in small-scale sys-
tems. However, such primitives are not scalable for large-distributed
systems and are not publicly verifiable [13, 27]. They also can-
not achieve the non-repudiation property, which is necessary for
various applications (e.g., transportation payment systems, logi-
cal/pyhsical access with tiny devices).

Digital signatures rely on public key infrastructures for the sig-
nature verification [9]. Hence, they are publicly verifiable, scalable
for large systems and achieve the non-repudiation. However, dig-
ital signatures also have limitations (discussed in Section 1.1) that
prevent them to be practical for resource-constrained devices.

We first briefly discuss some existing alternatives and their limi-
tations. We then present our contribution by summarizing the desir-
able properties of our scheme. Last, we provide a brief discussion
on some prospective application areas of ETA and its limitations.

1.1 Related Work
Well-known modular-root based signatures (e.g., RSA [21]) are

computationally efficient at the verifier side. However, these schemes
require expensive operations1 at the signer side and have large key/
signature sizes. Hence, they are not suitable for computing and
transmitting signatures for resource-constrained devices.

Some DLP-based signature schemes (e.g., Schnorr [22], DSA [1])
offer small key and signature sizes with an implementation on El-
liptic Curves (ECs) [7]. However, they still require an expensive
operation at the signer side. It is possible to eliminate the ex-
pensive operation during signature generation via pre-computed
cryptographic tokens, which can be generated offline (e.g., DSA
with tokens [16]). Despite being computationally efficient, this ap-

1We refer operations such as modular exponentiation [9], elliptic curve
scalar multiplication [7] or pairing [15] as an expensive operation.
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Table 1: Private/public key sizes, signature size and signature generation/verification costs of ETA and previous schemes
K-time overhead Signer Verifier

Private Key Size Signature Size Signature Generation Cost Public Key Size Signature Verification Cost
ETA 2|q| |q|+ κ 2H +Mulq |q|+ |H| ·O(K) 1.3 · EMul

HORS (t · κ)O(K) u · κ H (t · |H|)O(K) u ·H
HORSE (t · κ)O(log2K) u · κ log2(K) ·H t · |H| u ·H

HORS++ (κ · |H|) ·O(K2) (κ · |H|) ·O(K) H |H|2 ·O(K2) u ·H
Online/offline 2|n| 2|n| H + 0.1 ·Muln 2|n| Expn

ECDSA |q| 2|q| EMul |q| 1.3 · EMul
Token-ECDSA (|q|+ κ) ·O(K) 2|q| H + 2Mulq |q| 1.3 · EMul

(i) K denotes the number of messages to be signed. H and |H| denote a cryptographic hash operation and output bit length of H , respectively. Expn and
Emul denote a modular exponentiation over modulus n and an ECC scalar multiplication over modulus q, respectively. Mulq and Muln denote a modular
multiplication over modulus q and modulus n, respectively. We omit constant number of low-cost operations if there is an expensive operation (e.g., a single
H is omitted if there is an EMul). We use double-point scalar multiplication for ETA and ECDSA verifications (1.3 · Emul instead of 2 · EMul).
Integers t and u denote the parameters used in HORS and HORSE.
(ii) Given κ = 80, suggested parameter sizes are as follows: |H| = 160, |q| = 160, |n| = 1024, t = 256, u = 20.
(iii) ETA only needs a few low-cost operations for the signature generation, which makes it much more computationally efficient than ECDSA and more
efficient than token-ECDSA and HORSE. Note that in our system model (see Section 2), verifiers are resourceful and therefore they can perform Emuls.
Despite being more computationally efficient than ETA, HORS and HORS++ are impractical for resource-constrained devices due to their extremely high
storage and communication overheads (see Table 2).

Table 2: Private/public key and signature sizes of ETA and previous schemes (numerical)

K-time overhead
Signer Verifier

Private Key Size Signature Size Public Key Size
K=1 K = 102 K = 104 K = 104 K=1 K = 102 K = 104

ETA 40 byte 40 byte 40 byte 30 byte 40 byte 1.9 KB 195 KB
HORS 2.5 KB 12 MB 24 MB 200 byte 5 KB 24 MB 48 MB

HORSE 2.5 KB 16 KB 32 KB 200 byte 5 KB 24 MB 48 MB
HORS++ 1.5 KB 15 MB > 1 GB 15 MB 3 KB 30 MB > 1 GB

Online/Offline 256 byte 256 byte 256 byte 256 byte 256 byte 256 bye 256 byte
ECDSA 20 byte 20 byte 20 byte 40 byte 20 byte 20 byte 20 byte

Token-ECDSA 30 byte 2.9 KB 29 KB 40 byte 20 byte 20 byte 20 byte

ETA has the smallest signature size among its counterparts. It also has a small-constant private key, which is significantly smaller than that of its
counterparts (see for K = 104). Notice that, despite being compact, ECDSA requires an expensive operation (i.e., Emul) for each data item to be signed
and therefore it is much more computationally costly than ETA at the signer side (e.g., the estimated execution time of ECDSA is 1330 µsec, while it is only
4 µsec for ETA, see Section 5 for implementation details).

proach requires storing a pre-computed one-time token for each
message to be signed. This incurs a linear storage overhead to the
signer side, which is impractical for resource-constrained devices.

Online/offline signatures are generic transformations that can shift
expensive signature computations to the offline phase for any signa-
ture scheme. Previous online/offline signatures (e.g., [6]) have very
large key and signature sizes. Recent constructions (e.g., [4,23]) are
more space efficient. However, similar to the pre-computed tokens,
online/offline signatures also require storing a pre-computed value
for each message to be signed. This introduces a linear storage
overhead to the signer side.

One-time signatures (OTSs) [10, 20] rely on one-way functions
without trapdoors. Hence, they offer a computationally efficient
alternative to the traditional signature schemes. One of the most
efficient OTSs is Hash-to-Obtain Random Subset (HORS) [20],
whose signature generation is as efficient as a single hash computa-
tion. However, all these OTSs have extremely large private/public
key (e.g., 2.5KB/5KB in HORS) and large signature sizes. More-
over, a private/public key pair can be used only once. This requires
distribution of new public keys, which causes further overhead.
Multiple-time signatures (e.g., HORS++ [19], HORSE [17]), also
called K-time signatures, can compute a constant number of signa-
tures under the same private/public key. However, the key and sig-
nature sizes of these schemes are larger than that of HORS, which
make them prohibitive for resource-constrained devices.

1.2 Our Contribution
In this paper, we develop a new signature scheme, that we call

Efficient and Tiny Authentication (ETA), which is ideal for resource-
constrained devices. We summarize the desirable properties of
ETA below (the representative key sizes are given for the security
parameter κ = 80). Table 1 and Table 2 further compare ETA and
its counterparts with respect to various performance metrics.

1) Small Key Sizes: In ETA, regardless of the value of K (i.e.,
the number of messages to be signed), the size of private key is
small-constant (i.e., 320 bytes). This is significantly smaller than
that of token-based techniques (e.g., tokens with ECDSA [16]) and
online/offline signatures (e.g., [6, 23]) that require O(K) at the
signer side. This is more efficient than that of multiple-time signa-
tures (e.g., [17,19,20]) with large key sizes (e.g., 2.5 KB in HORS).

In ETA, the size of public key is also much smaller than that
of HORS and its extensions. The size of public key component
for each message is |H| = 160 bits in ETA, whereas it is 5KB
in HORS and HORSE (|H| denotes the bit length of hash output).
The size of K-time public key is |H| ·O(K) in ETA, whereas it is
|H|2O(K2) in adaptive-secure HORS++.

2) Highly Compact Signature: In ETA, the size of signature can
be as small as 240 bits. This is much more efficient than that of
one-time/multiple-time (e.g., 1600-3200 bits in HORS) and on-
line/offline signatures (e.g., 2048 bits [4, 23]). It is also more ef-
ficient than that of some traditional schemes (e.g., ECDSA, RSA)
and token-based alternatives (e.g., 320 bits for ECDSA tokens [16]).
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3) Expensive Operation-free Signature Computation: ETA does
not require any expensive operation to compute signatures (i.e.,
one modular addition/multiplication and two hash operations for
each message). Hence, ETA is several orders of magnitude more
computationally efficient than traditional signature schemes (e.g.,
ECDSA, RSA) and as efficient as token-based alternatives. It is
also comparable to HORS and its multiple-time extensions, while
being much more compact than those alternatives.

4) Practical Signing Capability: Existing multiple-time signatu-
res are not practical even for a small K. In ETA, all the signer
performance metrics are independent from K, which permits a
resource-constrained device to sign very large number of messages
without having any performance issue.

5) Immediate Verification and No Synchronization Requirement:
Unlike some existing alternatives (e.g., [18, 25]), ETA does not

require any time synchronization between the signer and verifier.
ETA also achieves immediate verification, which is important for
real-time applications (e.g., vehicular networks).

6) Individual Message Verification: ETA allows receivers to ver-
ify each individual message independently (unlike some HORS
variants such as [17, 25]). This eliminates packet loss, time syn-
chronization and security problems that stem from the interdepen-
dency between messages (or their corresponding signatures).

1.3 Applications
ETA is suitable for heterogeneous systems and applications, in

which signers are computational, storage and bandwidth limited but
verifiers are resourceful. We discuss some illustrative applications,
in which ETA can be useful.
• Increasing the Life Span of WSNs: Many secure WSN pro-

tocols such as clone detection (e.g., [5]), secure code dissemina-
tion [8] and secure logging [26] need a signer optimal signature
scheme. ETA can substantially increase the life span of WSNs by
serving as a building block for such protocols, since it is compact
and does not require any expensive operation at the signer side.

Token-based Payment and Access Systems: Nowadays intelligent
transportation and mobile systems need mass producible low-cost
payment devices [2]. Some examples include toll systems (e.g.,
E-ZPass), pre-paid systems (e.g., MetroCards in NYC, Pay-as-You-
Drive Carsharing), NFC-based mobile payment systems and token-
based logical/pyhsical access (e.g., with USBs).
ETA is an ideal primitive for such applications, since it can sign

very large number of transactions by incurring near-zero compu-
tation, storage and communication overhead to the resource-const-
rained device. Recall that its counterparts either require an expen-
sive operation for per transaction or incur a linear token storage
overhead (which is impractical for such devices).
• Real-time Authentication in Cyber Physical Systems: Secure

and rapid dissemination of system measurements (e.g., voltage, fre-
quency) is essential to prevent the cascade failures [12] in cyber
physical systems like smart-grids. Hence, measurement devices
(e.g., phasor measurement units) must sign system readings before
multicasting them to the the control centers [14]. Time and security
critical nature of these applications require real-time authentication
of system readings. ETA is much more practical than its coun-
terparts (e.g., one-time/multiple time schemes [11, 25]) for such
applications as shown in Section 5.
• Limitations: In ETA, the public key size is linear with re-

spect to K. This requires verifiers to be storage resourceful. More-
over, despite being very efficient during signature generation (on-
line phase), ETA requires expensive operations at its key genera-
tion (offline phase). Therefore, the initial key generation must be

performed offline before system deployment (similar to online/offline
signatures [4] and cryptographic tokens [16]).

Observe that, for our envisioned applications, the signer com-
putational/storage/communication efficiency is much more impor-
tant than the verifier storage efficiency alone. Furthermore, these
applications permit verifiers to be storage resourceful (e.g., base
stations in WSNs, control centers in cyber physical systems). Sim-
ilarly, it is feasible to perform key generation phase offline in these
applications. For instance, a key generation center can generate
and distribute keys to the devices in payment systems and WSNs.
Moreover, ETA’s ability to select a very large K without creating
a burden at the signer side further remedies these limitations.

2. SYNTAX AND MODELS
Notation. || denotes the concatenation operation. |r| denotes the

bit length of variable r. r $←M denotes that variable r is randomly
and uniformly selected from setM. We denote by {0, 1}∗ the set
of binary strings of any finite length. H is an ideal cryptographic
hash function, which is defined as H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}|H|,
where |H| denotes the output bit length of H . AO0,...,Oi(·) de-
notes algorithm A is provided with oracles O0, . . . ,Oi. For ex-
ample, ASGN .Sigsk (·) denotes that algorithm A is provided with a
signing oracle of signature scheme SGN under a private key sk .

ETA relies on the Schnorr signature scheme [22].

Definition 1 The Schnorr signature scheme is a tuple of three al-
gorithms (Kg ,Sig ,Ver) defined as follows:

- (y, Y, I ) ← Schnorr .Kg(1κ): The key generation algorithm
takes 1κ as the input. It generates large primes q and p > q such
that q|(p− 1), and generates a generator α of the subgroup G of

order q in Z∗
p. It returns a private/public key pair (y $← Z∗

q , Y ←
αy mod p) and a system parameter I ← (q, p, α) as the output.

- (s, e) ← Schnorr .Sig(y,M): The signature generation algo-
rithm takes private key y and a message M as the input. It re-
turns a signature (s, e) as follows:

R←αr mod p, e←H(M ||R), s←(r−e·y) mod q, where r $←
Z∗

q and H is defined as H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q .

- b ← Schnorr .Ver(Y,M, ⟨s, e⟩): The signature verification al-
gorithm takes Y , M and ⟨s, e⟩ as the input. It computes R′ ←
Y eαs mod p and returns a bit b, with b = 1 meaning valid, if
e = H(M ||R′) and b = 0 otherwise.

Definition 2 Existential Unforgeability under Chosen Message At-
tack (EU-CMA) [9] experiment is as follows:
Experiment ExptEU -CMA

SGN (A)
(sk ,PK , I )← SGN .Kg(1κ), (M∗, σ∗)← ASGN .Sigsk (·)(PK ),

If SGN .Ver(PK ,M∗, σ∗) = 1 and M∗ was not queried, return
1, else, return 0.

The EU-CMA advantage of A is defined as AdvEU -CMA
SGN (A) =

Pr[ExptEU -CMA
SGN (A) = 1]. The EU-CMA advantage of SGN is

defined as AdvEU -CMA
SGN (t,K) = maxA{AdvEU -CMA

SGN (A)}, where
the maximum is over allA having time complexity t and making at
most K oracle queries.

System Model: There are two types of entities in the system.
(i) Resource-constrained Signers: Signers are storage, computa-

tional, bandwidth and power limited devices (e.g., wireless sensor,
RFID-tag). The objective of ETA is to minimize the cryptographic
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overhead of signers. (ii) Resourceful Verifiers: Storage and compu-
tational resourceful verifiers (e.g., a laptop, base station) who can
be any (untrusted) entity.

We assume that the key generation/distribution is performed of-
fline before deployment. A key generation center generates pri-
vate/public keys offline and distributes them to the system entities.

Syntax and Security Model: ETA is a multiple-time (K-time)
signature scheme, which can sign a pre-determined number of mes-
sages under the same public key.

Definition 3 ETA is comprised of a tuple of three algorithms (Kg ,
Sig ,Ver) defined as follows:
- (sk0,PK , I ) ← ETA.Kg(1κ,K): The key generation algo-

rithm takes the security parameter 1κ and the maximum num-
ber of messages to be signed K as the input. It returns a pri-
vate/public key pair (sk0,PK ) and a system parameter I as the
output, where PK is a vector with K + 1 elements.

- σj ← ETA.Sig(sk j ,Mj): The signature generation algorithm
takes the current private key sk j , 0 ≤ j ≤ K−1 and a message
Mj to be signed as the input. It returns a signature σj on Mj as
the output, and then updates sk j to sk j+1.

- b ← ETA.Ver(PK ,Mj , σj): The signature verification algo-
rithm takes PK , message Mj and its corresponding signature
σj , 0 ≤ j ≤ K − 1 as the input. It returns a bit b, with b = 1
meaning valid, and b = 0 otherwise.

The details of ETA algorithms are given in Section 3.
ETA is proven to be (K-time) Existentially Unforgeable against

Chosen Message Attack (EU-CMA) based on the experiment de-
fined in Definition 4. Adversary A is provided with two oracles:
(i) A random oracle RO(.) from which A can request the hash of
any message M of her choice up to K′ messages. (ii) A signing
oracle ETA.Sigsk (.) from which A can request a ETA signature
on any message M of her choice up to K messages.

Definition 4 EU-CMA experiment for ETA is as follows:
Experiment ExptEU -CMA

ETA (A)
(sk, PK, I )← ETA.Kg(1κ,K),

(M∗, σ∗)← ARO(.),ETA.Sigsk (.)(PK),

If ETA.Ver(PK,M∗, σ∗) = 1 and M∗ was not queried to
ETA.Sigsk (.), return 1, else, return 0.

The EU-CMA-advantage of A is defined as AdvEU -CMA
ETA (A) =

Pr[ExptEU -CMA
ETA (A) = 1]. The EU-CMA-advantage of ETA is

defined as AdvEU -CMA
ETA (t,K′,K) = maxA{AdvEU -CMA

ETA (A)},
where the maximum is over allA having time complexity t, making
at most K′ queries to RO(.) and at most K queries to ETA.Sigsk (.).

3. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
Some DLP-based signatures (e.g., ECDSA [16], Schnorr [22])

can eliminate expensive operations from the signature generation

by pre-computing and storing the components (R, r), where r
$←

Z∗
q and R = αr mod p. However, this approach incurs linear stor-

age to the signer side (i.e., one token for each message).
It is highly desirable to construct a multiple-time signature sche-

me, which has a constant signer storage and yet avoids expensive
operations. However, this is a challenging task due to the nature of
aforementioned schemes. That is, in these schemes, the token R
is directly used during the signature computation and therefore its
storage cannot be offloaded to the verifier side. This forces a signer
either to store or to compute a token for each message.

We outline our strategies that overcome the above limitation.
• Eliminate R from Signature Generation and Transmission: We

enable signer to compute signatures by relying on random r instead
of token R. In contrast to R, random r can be evolved without re-
quiring any expensive operation (e.g., with a hash operation). This
offers a small-constant storage at the signer side, since the current
rj can be derived from the previous rj−1 efficiently.

In Schnorr, different from ElGamal and ECDSA, not R but the
hash of it is used in signature generation as s ← r − e · y mod q,
where e ← H(M ||R). We mimic R in e by replacing it with
a random number xj ← {0, 1}κ as ej ← H(Mj ||j||xj). Our
modification preserves the provable security assuming that H is a
random oracle (see Theorem 1 in Section 4). This strategy offers
small private key (i.e., 320 bits) and signature sizes (i.e., 240 bits).
• Offload Token Storage to the Verifier Side: Since we eliminate

R from the signature generation, it is possible to store it at the ver-
ifier side. Note that R does not disclose r and verifiers are storage
resourceful in our system model.

We pre-compute the corresponding Rj of each rj and give the
hash of each Rj to the verifier as vj = H(Rj) for j = 0, . . . ,K−1
before the deployment. This allows a much smaller public key
size than that of existing multiple-time signatures. Note that since
{vj}K−1

j=0 are a part of public key, corresponding {Rj}K−1
j=0 are au-

thenticated, despite they are not signed during the signature gener-
ation (in contrast to Schnorr).

To verify signatures, we rely on the fact that Schnorr verification
algorithm recovers component Rj as Rj ← Y H(.) ·αsj . Given the
signature (sj , xj , j), the verifier recovers R′

j and checks whether it
is the same with the original Rj ∈ PK as vj = H(R′

j).

The detailed description of ETA algorithms is given below.
1) (sk0,PK , I )← ETA.Kg(1κ,K):

a) Invoke (y, Y, ⟨q, p, α⟩)← Schnorr .Kg(1κ). Set I ← (K, q, p, α)
for ETA.

b) Generate Rj ← αrj mod p, where r0
$← Z∗

q and rj ← H(rj−1)
for j = 1, . . . ,K − 1 . Generate verification tokens as vj ←
H(Rj) for j = 0, . . . ,K − 1.

c) The private and public key are sk0 ← (y, r0) and PK ←
(Y,−→v = v0, . . . , vK−1), respectively.

2) σj ← ETA.Sig(sk j ,Mj): Given sk j = (y, rj), compute sig-
nature σj on a message Mj as follows,

a) ej ← H(Mj ||j||xj) and sj ← rj − ej · y mod q, where xj
$←

{0, 1}κ. The signature σj on Mj is σj ← (sj , xj , j).
b) Update rj as rj+1 ← H(rj) and erase rj (to save memory).
c) If j > K − 1 then return ⊥ (i.e., the limit on the number of

signatures is exceed).

3) b← ETA.Ver(PK ,Mj , σj): Recall that σj = (sj , xj , j) and
PK = (Y,−→v ), where −→v = v0, . . . , vK−1. If j > K − 1 then
return ⊥. Otherwise, if vj = H(R′

j) ETA.Ver returns 1, else, it
returns 0, where R′

j ← Y H(Mj ||j||xj) · αsj .

4. SECURITY ANALYSIS
We prove that ETA is a (K-time) EU-CMA signature scheme in

Theorem 1 (in the random oracle model [3]). We ignore terms that
are negligible in terms of κ.

Theorem 1 AdvEU -CMA
ETA (t,K′,K) ≤ AdvEU -CMA

Schnorr (t′,K), where
t′ = O(t) + 3K · (O(κ3) + RNG) +K′ · RNG .
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Proof: LetA be a ETA attacker. We construct a Schnorr attacker
F that uses A as a sub-routine. That is, we set (y, Y, ⟨q, p, α⟩)←
Schnorr .Kg(1κ) by Definition 1 and then run the simulator F by
Definition 2 (i.e., EU -CMA experiment) as follows:

Algorithm FSchnorr.Sigy(.)(Y )

- Setup: F keeps three lists
−→
M,
−→
L , and

−→
L′, all initially empty.

−→
M is a message list that records each Mj queried to ETA.Sig or-

acle.
−→
L [j] and

−→
L′[j] record Mj queried to RO(.) oracle and its

corresponding RO(.) answer hj , respectively. F sets counters
(l′ ← 0, l← 0, n← 0) and continues as follows:

• h←H -Sim(M,l,
−→L ,
−→
L′): F implements a function H -Sim to

handle RO(.) queries. That is, cryptographic function H is
modeled as a random oracle via H -Sim . If ∃j : M =

−→
L [j]

then H -Sim returns
−→
L′[j]. Otherwise, it returns h

$← Z∗
q as

the answer, assigns (
−→
L [l]←M,

−→
L′[l]← h) and l← l + 1.

• F creates a simulated ETA public key PK as follows:

(i) Query Schnorr .Sigy(.) on dj
$← Z∗

q for j = 0, . . . ,K−1.
Schnorr .Sigy(.) returns a signature (sj , ej), where Rj ←
Y ej · αsj mod p for j = 0, . . . ,K − 1.

(ii) Set PK←(Y,−→v ), where−→v = {H -Sim(Rj , l,
−→
L ,
−→
L′)}K−1

j=0 .

- Execute (M∗, σ∗)← ARO(.),ETA.Sigsk(.)(PK ):

• Queries: A queries RO(.) and ETA.Sig oracles on up to K

and K′ messages of her choice, respectively. F handles these
queries as follows:
(i) A queries RO(.) on a message M . If l′ > K′ − 1 then
F rejects the query (i.e., the query limit is exceeded). Other-
wise, F invokes h ← H -Sim(M, l,

−→L ,
−→
L′), returns h as the

answer and increments l′ ← l′ + 1.
(ii) A queries ETA.Sig oracle on a message Mn. If n >
K − 1 then F rejects the query (i.e., the query limit is ex-

ceeded). Otherwise, F generates xn
$← {0, 1}κ and checks

if (Mn||n||xn) ∈
−→
L . If it holds then F aborts (i.e., the

simulation fails). Otherwise, F simulates the hash output of
Mn||n||xn with en by inserting the tuple (Mn||n||xn, en) to

(
−→
L [l] ← Mn||n||xn,

−→
L′[l] ← en). F then simulates the

ETA signature by setting σn ← (sn, xn, n). F returns
σn to A , assigns

−→
M[n] ← Mn and then increments (n ←

n+ 1, l← l + 1).

• Forgery of A : Eventually,A outputs a forgery on PK as (M∗,

σ∗), where σ∗ = (s∗j , x
∗
j , j), 0 ≤ j ≤ K−1. By definition 4,

Awins the EU -CMA experiment for ETA if ETA.Ver(PK ,

M∗, σ∗) = 1 and M∗ /∈ −→M hold. If these conditions hold,
A returns 1, else she returns 0.

- Forgery of F : IfA loses in the EU -CMA experiment for ETA,
F also loses in the EU -CMA experiment for Schnorr, and there-
fore F aborts and return 0. Otherwise, if (M∗||j||x∗

j ) ̸∈
−→L then

F aborts and returns 0 (i.e., A wins the experiment without
querying RO(.) oracle).
Otherwise, given ETA forgery (M∗, σ∗ = ⟨s∗j , x∗

j , j⟩) on PK ,
F continues as follows: F sets the Schnorr forgery on public key
Y as (M∗||j||x∗

j , γ
∗ = ⟨s∗, e∗⟩), where s∗ = s∗j and e∗ =

−→
L′[i]

such that ∃i, 0 ≤ i ≤ K′ − 1 : (M∗||j||x∗
j ) =

−→L [i] and 0 ≤
j ≤ K − 1. By Definition 2, F checks if γ∗ is a valid Schnorr
signature and it has not been queried to Schnorr .Sigy(.). That

is, Rj = Y e∗ · αs∗ and (M∗||j||x∗
j ) /∈ {d0, . . . , dK−1} hold

(Setup phase step-i). If these conditions hold then F wins the
EU -CMA experiment for Schnorr and returns 1. Otherwise,
F loses and returns 0.

Success Probability Analysis: F succeeds if all below events occur.

- E1 : F does not abort during the query phase.
- E2 : A wins the EU -CMA experiment for ETA.
- E3 : F does not abort after A ’s forgery.
- Win: F wins the EU -CMA experiment for Schnorr.
- Pr[Win] = Pr[E1 ] · Pr[E2 |E1 ] · Pr[E3 |E1 ∧ E2 ]

• The probability that event E1 occurs: During the query phase,
F aborts if (Mj ||j|| xj) ∈

−→
L , 0 ≤ j ≤ K−1 holds, before F in-

serts (Mj ||j||xj) into
−→
L (i.e., the simulation fails). This occurs

if A guesses the random number xn and then queries (Mj ||j||xj)
to RO(.) before querying it to ETA.Sig . The probability that this
occurs is 1

2κ
, which is negligible in terms of κ. Hence, Pr[E1 ] =

(1− 1
2κ

) ≈ 1.
• The probability that event E2 occurs: If F does not abort,
A also does not abort since the simulated view of A is indistin-
guishable from the real view ofA (see the indistinguishability anal-
ysis). Therefore, Pr[E2 |E1 ] = AdvEU -CMA

ETA (t,K′,K).
• The probability that event E3 occurs: F does not abort if the

following conditions are satisfied:
(i) A wins the EU -CMA experiment for ETA on a message

M∗ by querying it to RO(.). The probability that A wins without
querying M∗ to RO(.) is as difficult as a random guess.

(ii) F ’s forgery is valid and non-trivial. The probability that
(M∗||j||x∗

j ) ∈ (d0, . . . , dK−1) (i.e., F ’s forgery is trivial) is K

2|q|
,

which is negligible in terms of κ, where |q| = 2κ. Since (s∗, e∗)
is valid on (Y,Rj) ∈ PK , it is also a valid signature on Schnorr
public key Y . Hence, Pr[E3 |E1∧E2 ] = AdvEU -CMA

ETA (t,K′,K).
Omitting the terms that are negligible in terms of κ, the upper

bound on EU -CMA-advantage of ETA is as follows:

AdvEU -CMA
ETA (t,K′,K) ≤ AdvEU -CMA

Schnorr (t′,K),

In this experiment, the running time of F is that of A plus the
time it takes to respond K′ RO(.) queries and K ETA.Sig queries
(RNG denotes the cost of drawing a random number). �
5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND COM-

PARISON
ETA is implemented on an Elliptic Curve (EC) [7], which offers

small key and signature sizes.
The private key and signature sizes of ETA are constant as 2|q|

and |q|+ κ, respectively. The public key size is |q|+ |H| ·O(K).
In ETA, the key generation is performed offline (before the de-

ployment) by a key generation center, whose cost is (H +EMul)
O(K). The signature generation is performed online by a resource-
constrained device, whose cost is 2H+Mulq+Addq. The signa-
ture verification is performed by a resourceful device, whose cost
is H + 1.3 · EMul.

Table 1 (see Section 1) compares ETA and its counterparts with
respect to their storage, communication and computational costs.
Table 2 numerically compares the storage/communication overhead
of ETA with that of its counterparts for the growing K values.

ETA has the smallest signature size (i.e., 240 bits) among all of
its counterparts. That is, the signature size of ETA is 6, 8, 1.3 and
orders of magnitudes times smaller than that of HORS/HORSE,
online/offline signatures, ECDSA/token-ECDSA and HORS++, re-
spectively. ETA also has a small-constant private key size (i.e.,
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320 bits), which is one of the smallest among all of its counter-
parts. For instance, the private key size of ETA is several orders
of magnitude smaller than that of token-ECDSA, HORSE, HORS,
HORS++ and online/offline signatures (K = 104). Similarly, the
size of K-time public key is also much smaller than that of HORS,
HORSE and HORS++. However, it is larger than that of ECDSA,
token-ECDSA and online/offline signatures.

We prototyped ETA on a computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7 Q720 at 1.60GHz CPU and 2GB RAM running Ubuntu 10.10
using MIRACL library [24] (also see item (ii) under Table 1 for
the recommended key/parameter sizes used in this comparison).
ETA does not require any expensive operation at the signer side
and therefore is much more efficient than traditional signature sche-
mes. For instance, the estimated execution time of ETA is 4 µsec,
while it is 1330 µsec for ECDSA. ETA is also faster than HORSE
(15 µsec) and token-ECDSA (6 µsec), but it is only 3µsec slower
than HORS and HORS++.

The signature verification of ETA is more efficient than that of
online/offline signature [23] (1774 µsec) and is equally efficient
to that of ECDSA and token-ECDSA (1554 µsec). Note that in
ETA system model, verifiers are resourceful and therefore they can
easily perform a double-point scalar multiplication. ETA is less
efficient than HORS, HORSE and HORS++, since these schemes
only rely on hash functions for the signature verification.

The computational cost of offline phase (i.e. the key genera-
tion phase) is O(K) expensive operations for ETA, online/offline
signatures and token-ECDSA. ECDSA requires a single expensive
operation, while HORS, HORSE and HORS++ require H · O(K)
operations. We focus on the online computational efficiency as it is
the most important metric for our envisioned applications.

In summary, ETA is the only scheme among its counterparts
that achieves the signer computational, storage and communica-
tion efficiency at the same time.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new signature scheme called ETA,

which achieves several desirable properties needed for resource-
constrained devices. That is, ETA does not require any expensive
operation at the signer side and therefore is much more computa-
tionally efficient than traditional PKC-based schemes. ETA has
a small-constant private key and signature sizes, which are much
more efficient than that of token-based signatures, online/offline
signatures and multiple-time signatures. In ETA, the size of K-
time public key is much smaller than that of previous multiple-time
signatures. Moreover, ETA is packet loss tolerant and it achieves
immediate verification property. ETA is also proven to be se-
cure against the adaptive chosen message attacks (in random oracle
model). Therefore, ETA is an ideal choice for providing authenti-
cation and integrity services for resource-constrained devices.
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